Precision Runway Monitor
Eric M. Shank and Katherine M. Hollister
II The prevalence of delay in scheduled airline flights in recent years has caused
great interest in the use of new technologies that promise increased airport
capacity, especially in poor weather. One consequence of this interest in new
technologies is development of the Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) system.
The PRM system uses enhanced radar and display capabilities combined with
automatic safety alerts to allow safe operation of independently sequenced
approaches, in instrument meteorological conditions, to parallel runways
separated by less than 4300 feet (the current minimum separation without
PRM). During the past several years, Lincoln Laboratory has carried out a
development program for the PRM that has included field data collections,
demonstrations, performance evaluation, and risk analysis. Partly on the basis
of the results of this program, the FAA recently authorized independently
sequenced approaches to parallel runways separated by 3400 feet or more, when
these approaches are monitored with a PRM system. The FAA also initiated an
implementation program to install PRM systems at several major U.S. airports.
This article reports the results of field activities carried out by Lincoln
Laboratory; the use of these results to verifY the performance and safety of
the PRM system, and continuing development that is part of the Lincoln
Laboratory PRM program.

aspects of air
travel in the United States is the frequency
and length of delays in scheduled airline
flights. Although delays have many sources, widespread schedule delays are most often associated with
inclement weather at the nation's busiest airports, or
at airports that serve as hubs for the nation's major
airlines. At many airports, poor weather requires
changes in procedures that in turn reduce the number
of runways in use or the rate at which aircraft can approach and depart from the runways that are avail~ble. In the recent past, there has been great interest
In a variety of new technologies that promise to maintain atrival-and-departure capacities for poor weather
at or near the corresponding capacities for good
weather. The Precision Runway Monitor (PRM) development conducted by Lincoln Laboratory is an effOrt to use new technology to increase poor-weather
capacity at airports having parallel runways.
The PRM system incorporates new secondary surveillance-radar systems capable of making aircraft po-
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sition measurements that-are more accurate and updated more frequently than the measurements made
by current terminal-area sensors. In addition, the
PRM provides new computer and video-display technologies to give controllers a clearer picture of aircraft
location during final approach than has been possible
in the past. The display system also includes automatic alerts designed to focus the controllers' attention
on a potential problem before it becomes critical.
Motivation for Precision Runway Monitor
The minimum allowed in-trail separation (the distance along the approach course between two aircraft
approaching the same runway) typically limits the
maximum landing rate of aircraft on a single runway.
For aircraft of the same general type and size, runway
occupancy time usually determines the minimum intrail separation. Runway occupancy time is measured
from the moment the aircraft touches down on the
runway to the time it has turned onto a taxiway and
the runway is again clear. The minimum separation is
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normally set at 3 nmi. although runway configuration and taxiway layout allow a 2.5-nmi minimum
~paration at some airpons. When a small aircraft is
following a larger one, a longer in-trail ~paration is
required because of wake-turbulence considerations.
When more capacity is needed than is available for a
single runway, the only solution is to add runways.
One common configuration is the addition of a second runway parallel ro the first. If aircraft arriving at
each runway can be sequenced independently (as
though the other runway did llOt exist), as they can
for most parallel runways in dear we:Hher, the second
runway approximately doubles the arrival capacity of
the airport.
One major concern associated with independently
sequenced approaches to parallel runways is the possibility of an approach blunder, which is a situation
that occurs when one aircraft turns away from the approach course in a direction that may endanger an
aircraft on approach to the other runway. Depending
on the abiJiry of pilofS to ~ nearby aircraft and thus
to mainrain safe separation with other aircraft approaching the parallel runways. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rules allow for independent sequencing of aircraft to parallel runways separared by
as little as seven hundred feet in dear weather. When
weather conditions are poor (in low clouds, heavy
rain. or fog, for example), a pilot often cannot see
nearby aircraft on approach to the other parallel runway. Thus direct visual contact is llOt sufficient to
maintain safe separation.
Under these conditions, FAA regulations require
air traffic controllers to stafT a special radar-monitoring posicion dedicated to maintaining separation berween aircraft. and (until recently) required that the
parallel runways be separated by at least 4300 feet for
the controllers to be able to use independently ~.
quenced approaches. The restriction to runways ~pa·
rated by 4300 feet or more is due to inaccuracies in
measurement and display of aircraft positions and delays involved in the machine and human reactions
needed ro detect and resolve blunders.
Many people believed. however, that new technology could improve aircraft position measurements
and reduce the machine and human delays in the system, which could then reduce dle minimum allowed
330
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inter-runway separation for independent sequencing
of aircraft during poor weather. This reduced mini·
mum separation, in turn. would allow additional airpons to maintain arrival capacities in poor weather
that are nearly equal to their capacities in clear weather, thus reducing schedule delays. In the late 1980s
the FAA undertook to develop a system that provides
these benefits, a syStem that became known as the

PRM.
As part of the FAA's PRM program. Lincoln Laborarory carried our an exrensive development. testing,
and demonsrradon effort that produced the PRM
system design and examined the feasibility of using a
modified Mode S secondary survc=illance radar for
precision runway monilOring. The initial work on the
PRM program was reported previously in this journal
in an article that also provides more detailed background on parallel-approach procedures [I]. Additional work carried out since 1989, along with summaries of the major results of the Lincoln Laboratory
PRM program, are reponed here.

Overview of the PRM Developmenr
and Demonstration Pl"ogram
To establish the feasibility of a PRM system and determine if it could be based on the Mode S sensor, we
had to address a number of technical and human-rae·
tors issues. In suppOrt of this objective, Lincoln laboratory developed a protOtype Mode S PRM system
that incorporated dual antennas mounted in a backto-back configuration so that the surveillance-radar
update interval was cm in half. This prototype secondary surveillance radar and the PRM display sys·
tem developed by Lincoln Laborarory were installed
at a PRM field site at Memphis International Airport.
Most of the dara collection and demonstration activities during the Lincoln Laboratory PRM program
were performed at this field site. The primary issues
and questions addressed during these dara collection
and demonstration activities were the following:
1. SlIrtJt'i/lnJtu Pt'rfonnanu. What quality of sur·
veillance data does a Mode S sensor configured
with back-co-back antennas provide for aircraft
on final approach and aircraft on missed approach during independently sequenced paral.
lei-runway operations?
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2. Dntn Display. How can the surveillance dara besr
be provided to the monitor controller? The format of the data display is likely to be different
from the format used for a non-moniwr control
position because of the different needs and responsibilities of rhe moniror control position.
3. Automation. What are the benefirs of auromalic
caution and warning alens, and how can the
alen information best be presented to the monitor controller?
4. System PerfOrmnnu. What is the overall performance of the monitoring system? What are the
machine and human componcnts of the moni·
wring systcm? How well does each component
of the monitoring system perform its function?
What is the risk that the system will fail to deteer and successfully resolve a blunder situation,
given the performance of the human and rna·
chine components?
5. Uur Acceptance. Is the system acceptable to the
user communiry, including pilots. air traffic
controllers, airlines, and airport operators?
Early in the PRM program we concentrared on development of the protorype back-co-back Mode 5
sensor and the PRM controller workstation. When
these prototype systems became available for field
testing, the focus shifted to studies of surveillance
performance and dara-display formars. Examination
of the benefits of automation and initial formulation
of system performance issues also began during this
time [1].
The following section of this article focuses on the
results of dara-collection, analysis, and sysrem-demonstration activities that were designed to (I) characterize the performance of the human and machine
components of the monitoring system; (2) estimate
the risk associated with simultaneous, independently
sequenced approaches when monitored by the PRM
system; and (3) assess rhe acceptability of the system
to rhe user communiry. Following the description of
data collection and analysis activities, we summarize
rhe current status of PRM implementation; discuss
the Final Monitor Aid, which is a recent outgrowth of
the PRM program; and give an overview of the continuing PRM development work going on at Lincoln
Laboratory and the FAA.

PRM Data Collection and Analysis Activities

To characterize the overall performance of the PRM
system, Lincoln Laboratory in cooperation with the
FAA and other FAA contractors conducted extensive
data collection and analysis. The components of this
study are mOSt easily understood if we first examine
the sequence of events that occur during the onset,
detection, and resolution of a blunder during independenrly sequenced parallel approaches. Figure 1 is a
schematic diagram of an approach blunder. The diagram shows the sequence of events, identified by
numbered dots, beginning with the onset of the blunder at location I, and cominuing rhrough several machine or human actions until the nvo aircraft begin to
diverge ar location 6.
This sequence of events can also be characterized
by a set of time and distance parameters that together
determine the minimum separation benveen the air·
craft. These parameters, which are depiCted in Figure
I as time-and.space intervals labeled with letters, are
the following: (a) the time used by the sensor ro detect the blunder and generate an alarm; (b) the time
used by the monitor controller to recognize the
alarm. decide whether a breakout instruction is needed, and determine when to issue rhe instruction; (c)
the time required to communicate the instruction to
the pilot of the endangered aircraft; (d) rhe time required for the aircraft crew to recognize the instruction and give the control inputs, and for the aircraft
to respond to the comrol inputs and maneuver to the
point where the separation between the aircraft is increasing; and (c) thc lateral distance between the two
aircraft at the starr of the blunder.
A valid charactcrization of PRM sysrem performance requires an understanding of the values thar
each of these parameters can be expected ro have during blunder situarions. This process is complicated by
the faCt that the parameters do not have a single characteristic value, but rather are statistical variables that
take on a range of values with a characteristic distribution. Separate measurement and analysis efforts
were carried alit to provide realiStic statistical distributions for each parameter. Evaluation of overall
PRM system performance then used the measured
statistical diStributions as inpuT.
VQlUWl 1. ~UW!ER 2, 1991
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FIGURE 1. Sequence of events during an approach blunder: (1) the blunder begins, (2) caution alarm

sounds, (3) breakout decision, (4) command received by endangered aircrew, (5) maneuver acceleration
begins, and (6) increasing separation achieved. This sequence of events can also be characterized by a
set of time-and-distance parameters, represented by the letters a through e, that together determine the
minimum separation between the aircraft.

PRM Sewor Performance
The first step in successful blunder resolution is to
detect the onset of the blunder simation. The amount
of time required for the PRM automation algorithms
to detect such a situation depends on the quality of
surveillance provided by the PRM sensor, the details
of the PRM alert algorithms, the location of the blun~
dering aircraft prior to rhe beginning of the blunder,
and the severity of the blunder, measured in terms of
the angle through which the blundering aircraft rums
toward the other runway.
A previous study has characterized the quality of
surveillance provided by the Mode S sensor in the ter·
minal area [2]. Additional data collected at the Mem·
phis PRM site verified the results of the previous
study. The probability of receiving a valid surveillance
report in each 2.4-sec update interval was 98% or
better for all airborne targets within the area of inter~
CSt for PRM surveillance, and azimuth position accu~
racy was measured at less than one mrad rms error.
Similar performance was obtained by an experimental
Electronically Scanned (E Scan) sensor located at Ra332
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leigh. Durham Airport. The E·Scan sensor provided
surveillance update intervals of 0.5 sec and 1.0 sec.
Additional details on measured surveillance perfor.
mance of the back·to·back Mode S sensor at the
Memphis PRM. site are available elsewhere (1, 3].
One important new feature of the PRM. system is
the presence of autom:uic alerts. These alerts are valuable because of the tarity of approach blunders. Since
a monitor controller is likely to work the moniror position for a period of monchs or years without observ·
ing an approach blunder, and since the job of the
moniror controller is one of vigilance but seldom of
action, an auromated alert is useful because it can
quickly fOCllS the controller's attention at the beginning of a potential blunder situation.
To give as much advance notice as possible, the
PRM system provides a rwo·level blunder alen. The
first alert, called a Ctllltion 1l1erl, is generated when the
PRM tracking and alert algorithms determine that an
aircraft will enter the no-transgression zone (NTZ)
within the next ten seconds. This event triggers both
an audible indication (a synthesized voice that calls
out the aircran ID) and a visible indication on the
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conuoller's monitor display (a change in color of rhe
aircraft symbol and data block from green ro yellow).
The caution alert is a predictive alert that depends on
both the position and velocity estimates generated by
the tracking algorithms and on the length of the pre~
diction. These parameters can be tuned to give an early alert that has frequenr false alarms or a later alert
that gives almost no false alarms but also provides less
advance warning ofNTZ peneuation. In practice, we
would like an alert that occurs somewhere between
these extremes.
The second alert, called a warning alert, is generat~
ed when the current position of an aircraft is deter~
mined to be within the NTZ. This second alert trig~
gers a second visual indication on the conrroller's
moniror display-a change in color of rhe aircraft
symbol and data block ro red. An audible indication
is triggered for an aircraft entering the NTZ only if a
caution alert was not active for that aircraft in the previous update period. This action guarantees that the
audible indication is triggered the first time thaI either a caution or warning alert is active for a given aircraft. In designing the alens we assumed that the first
audible indication will focus the controller's attemion
so that additional audible indicarors are nor needed
for that aircraft until the current conflict situation is
resolved.
The combined performance of the PRM surveillance and alert system can be characterized in terms of
caution~alerr lead time, or CALT, which is defined as
rhe time between the first generation of an alen (usu~
ally a caution alert) by rhe PRM automatic alert algo~

rithms and the entry of the corresponding aircraft
inro the NTZ. Figure 2 shows the sequence of riming
events from the start of a blunder ro NTZ penetra~
tion, with the schematic location of CALT in this se~
quence. A positive CALT value indicates that the
PRM automation algorithms generated an alert prior
to entry of the aircraft into the NTZ, while a negative
CALT value indicates that the first alere generared by
the automation algorithms came after NTZ entry.
An analysis ofCALT using measured and simlllat~
ed aircraft tracks provided expected lead-time values,
and also provided some information on the sensitivity
of CALT to parameters such as sensor azimuth accu~
racy. update interval. and interrunway separalion.
Figures 3 and 4 show the average CALT values for a
prediction time of ten seconds as a function of run~
way separation, with the dependence on sensor azi~
muth accuracy and update inrerval, respectively. Note
that the mean CALT value is always less than the projected ten-second inrerval. Delays caused by the finite
update interval of the surveillance sensor and the time
lag introduced by the smoothing function of the
tracking algorithms contribute to this effect. In addi~
tion, the blundering aircraft may continue to turn toward the NTZ after rhe caution alert is triggered, in~
creasing the componenr of velocity toward the NTZ
and further reducing the CALT.
When other parameters are held consram, CALT
increases with increasing runway separation because
an aircraft will usually be farther from the edge of the
NTZ ar the onset of a blunder, and therefore the turn
coward the other approach course more likely will be

Caution-alert lead time (CALT)
~------~~-----,
Alert response time

Net controller lead time

o-I0

.. 01----.. .

- - -.........-I0)}--------..- I(D}---------<..
Start of blunder

Caution alert

Controller breakout instruction
to endangered aircraft

Time

NTl penetration

FIGURE 2. The sequence of timing events from the start of an approach blunder to penetration of the no-transgression

zone (NTl). The combined performance of the PRM surveillance and alert system can be characterized in terms of the
caution-alert lead time, or CALT, which is defined as the time between the first generation of a caution alert and the entry
of the aircraft into the NTl.
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Iowa real tum, thus delaying [he camion alert. Finally, as sensor update inrerval decreases, CALT increases, primarily because the delay in detecting a maneuver rhat begins between updates decreases as welL
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As mentioned above, CALl' depends in part on the
distance of a blundering aircraft from the edge of the
NTZ a[ rhe onset of the deviation. In addition, the
total rime to detect and resolve a blunder situarion is
dependenr on the distances of both the blundering
aircraft and the endangered aircraft from the edges of
the NTZ. Finally, the combination of runway separation and the distriburion of aircraft positions around
the final approach course contribute to the frequency
of unnecessary, or nuisance, alerts. Given a particular
distribution, a significant number of aircrafr will enter the NTZ during thc coursc of normal flight if the
intertunway separation is toO small. Because these
NTZ entries arc difficult or impossible to distinguish
from a true blunder, they require the monitor controller to rum aircraft on the parallel approach away
from the approach, which decreases the benefit of simultaneous, independently sequenced approaches.
Thus the distribution of aircraft around the final ap~
proach course and the resulting nuisance alarm rate
limit the rninirnLun runway separation for PRM pur~
poses. Therefore, evaluation of the PRM blunder resolution performance requires knowledge of the distribution of aircraft positions around the hnal approach
course.
Dara collected by Lincoln L'lboratory at the Memphis PRM site and by the FAA at Chicago's O'Hare
International Airport provide information on the distribution of aircraft around the final-approach course
during normallnstrumenr Landing System (11..5) approaches. This distribution is caused by a combination of the ability of the pilot or autOpilot to follow
the navigation information provided by the 11..5, inac·
curacies in the 11..5 navigation signals at any point in
space, and errors in the airborne equipment that re~
ceives and displays the 11..5 navigation information.
The aggregate of these errors is termed totlll navigation system error (TNSE).
Over 7000 approaches were collected at Memphis
International Airport between 11 January and 15 No~
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FIGURE 3. Effect of surveillance-sensor azimuth accu-

racy on the average CALT. The update interval is 2.4 sec,
the blunder heading is 30°, and the blunder range is 2
nmi. The error bars represent one standard deviation.
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FIGURE 4. Effect of surveillance-sensor update interval

on the average CALT. The azimuth accuracy is 1 mrad,
the blunder heading is 30°, and the blunder range is 10
nmi. The error bars represent one standard deviation.

complete prior to generation of the camion alen. This
trend is seen clearly in both Figure 3 and Figure 4.
CALT also increases with decreasing errors or inaccuracies in sensor·survei][ance performance. With increasing sensor errors, additional smoothing is needed in the tracking algorithms to keep false alerts to an
acceprable rate, but this additional smoothing also increases the time lag before the tracking algorithms fol334
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FIGURE 5. The Memphis IMe approach data distributions about the BKtended runway centerline at (a) 2 oml,
(b) 5 omi, and (c) 10 nmi.

FIGURE 6. The Chicago O'Hare lMC approach data distributions about the extended runway centerline at (a) 2.1
nml, (b) 5.1 nmi, and (c) 10.2 nmi.

vc=mber 1989 during 162 separate data-collection sessions. Approximately 27% of the Memphis approach
dara were recorded during instrument meteorological
conditions (lMC). When these condidons prevailed,
the Memphis airport used dependent (staggered) parallel*approach procedures. The dara collected at
O'Hare International Airport included over 3000 ap*
preaches, most in IMC during times when simuha*
neous, independently sequenced parallel approaches
were in use. In addition to aircraft position reports
provided by the available surveillance-radar systems,
both studies recorded current weather conditions, aircraft type, and flight 10. Both studies also made au*
dio recordings of communication between air traffic

controllers and pilots during approach. Additional
derails on the results of these twO studies are available
elsewhere (4, 5J.
Figures 5 and 6 summarize fMC aircraft-position
distributions measured at Memphis and at Chicago,
respecrivdy. Each figu.re shows the measured disnibution of aircraft positions at 2 nmi, 5 nmi, and 10 nmi
from the runway threshold. In all cases, the distributions are the result of combining data from all of the
runways for which approach data were recorded.
Note that the diStributions of aircraft positions are
nearly symmetric and are centered at values between
-10 and -80 ft. The location of the runway extended
centerline is defined as zero, and a negative value in*
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dicatcs a movement off the approach centerline away
from the other runway. Figure 7 is a plOl of the srnn~
dard deviation of the distributions (3 measure of distribution width) as a function of distance from the
runway threshold. ore that the width of the djstriburions incrnses with distance from the runway
threshold; this is expected because of the angular narure of the ILS approach system.
Analysis of the distributions in Figures 5 and 6
shows that they are slightly more peaked at the center,
and have slightly thicker tails than a normal distribution. In Figure 5. the line labeled NTZ indicates
where the edge of the NTZ would be located if independent parallel approaches were used at Memphis
International Airport. Figure 5(c) shows that, at 10
nmi from the runway threshold, some aircraft would
enter the NTZ as a result ofTNSE, causing breakouts
and decreasing the efficiency of independent parallel
approaches. Figure 8 uses the Memphis data to give a
quantitative measure of the number of aircraft that
can be expected to enter the NTZ because ofTNSE,
as a function of both distance from the runway
threshold and interrunway separation.
For the runway configuration al Memphis International Airport, with a 3400-foot imerrunway separation, the edge of the NTZ is seven hundred feet away
from the approach course centerline. Figure 8 shows
500 , - - - - , , - - . - - , - - - - , , - -,,- '--,-'
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FIGURE 7. The Memphis Airport and Chicago O'Hare
Airport final-approach standard deviations from the
mean centerline deviations, as a function of distance
from the runway threshold. The width of the distributions
increases with distance from the runway threshold,
which is expected because of the angular nature of the
ILS approach system.
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thal, at 10 nmi from the runway threshold, about 4%
of the aircraft would be more than seven hundred f~t
ofT the approach centerline toward the other runway,
and therefore inside the NTZ. Air traffic controllers
asserted that this relatively small frequency ofTNSEinduced NTZ entries can be handled procedurally. In
cases in which the NTZ extends to 15 nmi from the
runway threshold, howevet, or if the interrunway sep·
aration is reduced to 3000 feet, NTZ entries can be
expected to increase to the 10% to 15% level, which
probably makes independently sequenced parallel ap·
proaches impractical unless means are found to reduceTNSE.

COlltrolkr Rnpons~ Swdy
After the automatic alert system detects a potential
blunder siruation and generates an audible and visual
alen, the responsibiJity of the monitor controllers is
to assess the situation and determine which instructions must be given to both the blundering and the
endangered aircraft. In general, as soon as the monitor controller responsible for the endangered aircraft
determines that an NTZ entry is imminent, the con~
troller will issue instructions to the endangered air·
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craft to break off the approach and rum in order to
increase distance from the blundering aircraft. Thus
controller responsc= is an important componeor of me
overall PRM system ~rformance. The Lincoln Laborarory PRM program included an extensive study of
coorroller response to approach blunders when the
coorrollers used the PRM system to monitor the approaches. The study examined the effect ofseveral parameters on controller response times, including sensor update interval, runway separation, blunder
severity, and conrroller experience level.
From January through July of 1990, rwenty-five
pairs of controllers visited the Memphis PRM site to
participate in the controller response study. Half of
the participating controllers were assigned to the
Memphis Terminal Radar Approach Control, or
TRACON, facility at that time. The remaining controllers were recruited from other ATe facilities
throughout me nation, wim special emphasis placed
on prior ex~rience monitoring inde~ndenrly sequenced parallel approaches at airports with interrunway separations greater than 4300 feet. Each pair of
controllers spent one week at the Memphis PRM site,
with different activiries scheduled each day. Monday's
schedule included training and familiarization wim
the PRM concept and equipment. On Tuesday
through Thursday the controllers monitored eighteen

~ions

of simulared inde~ndent parallel approaches, wim each ~ion lasting aoom one hour. Friday
provided an opportunity ro complete the data-collection ~ions if any delays were encountered earlier in
the week, and it also included a time for final debriefing and completion of the controller opinion survey.
Controller response times are characterized in
terms of akrt IYJPO'lS~ tim~, which is defined as the
period of time berween generation of an alert by the
amomatic alert algorithms and the beginning of the
breakout instruction issued by the controller. Figure 9
is a histogram of alert response times for one particular blunder scenario-a thirty-degree blunder occurring about 2 nmi from the runway threshold. This
scenario simulates the Memphis International Airport runway configuration wirh an interrunway separation of 3400 feet and a monopulsc: sensor with a
2.4-sc:c update interval. A negative alert response rime
means the controller started the breakout instruction
before the first caution alert. In general, rhe controllers started issuing the breakout instruction after the
first camion alert and before the blundering aircraft
entered the TZ. Table 1 provides summary statistics
regarding the controller responses for this and for
similar scenarios using different surveillance update
intervals and blunder severity. Additional results are
published elsewhere [3, 61.

Communication-Delay Data Collection
25 rT-,----,---,--,---,--,----,---,-,
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FIGURE 9. Controller alert response time for one particular blunder scenario. This scenario simulates the Memphis Airport runway configuration; blunder conditions
were 300 blunder at2 nmi, 34OQ-foot runway spacing, and
a 2.4-sec update interval.

Once a monitor controller has determined that a
breakout instruction must be issued, then that instruction must be transmitted to the pilot of the endangered aircraft. The instruction is transmitted over
the radio communication frequency assigned to the
tower controller. The communication equipment at
the ATe facility is designed so thar me moniror controller has override capability over me rower controller. In orher words, even when the tower controller is
speaking on the radio frequency, pressing the transmit key on the monitor controller's microphone allows the monitor controller [0 take over the frequency and transmir a message. However, even though the
monitor controller does not need to worry about interference from the rower controller, the monitor
controller must wait for any pilot transmitting on the
tower frequency to finish to be sure that the breakout
~OlUM£ 1. nMI£1 2 11$<4
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Table 1. Alert-Response-Time Statistics for Runway Separation of 3400 Feet.
Range
(nmi)

Angle
(deg)

Update

2

15

1..

2

15

2.4

2

30

1..

30

I.I.
I.I.
2

Numbero( Responses

(sec)

(sec)

..

2.5

2.•

2.4

2.1

2.3

100

2_~

1..

2.•

2.4

50

2.3

1.5

2.4

15

1..

150

4.•

2.•

3.3

15

2.4

99

3.8

2.1

3.4

30

1..

99

2.4

1.3

2.3

30

2.4

4'

2.1

1.5

2.4

11£ UlCOLI U.IUHGIt JCI'bll

I'llLIIlE' nllIEI' lttl

148

Standard De'nation Median
(sec)
(sec)

2.8

inSHucrion will ~ sem without interference.
Thus wc= nec=d distributions for the frequency of
occurn=nce and Ic=ngth of pilot transmissions ro develop a valid model of PRM system pc=rformancc=. Communications ovc=r local conHoi frequencies wen= rc=corded in January 1989 during pc=riods of peak arrival
traffic at Mc=mphis International Airport and Chica~
go's O'Harc= Internarional Airport. Dependent ap~
proaches wc=re conductc=d at Memphis while simultancous approaches were conducted at O'Hare. Thc=
lengths of all non-controller transmissions were extracted from the audio recordings. These were used to
calculate statistics on pilot transmissions as well as to
creatc= probability distributions of how long a monitor controller miglll have to wait before transmitting.
Figures 10(a) and IO(b) show the duration of pilot
transmissions for Chicago and Mcmphis, respectively,
whilc= Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the probability
distributions for controllc=r delay because of the duration of pilot transmissions for Chicago and Memphis,
respectively. Thc= diffc=rence in channel usagc=-13.3%
for Memphis versus 6.0% for O'Hare-is related to
the difference in channel frequency allocation. One
fn=quc=ncy was used for both approaches at Memphis
whilc= separate fn=quencies wc=n= used for each approach at O'Hare. Otherwise, the distribucions were
similar, with mean durations of 1.8 sec and 1.6 sec,
respectively.
338

Mean

Communication-Blockage Dara Co/kerion
Another source of communications delay is chamu/
blockage, which occurs whc=n twO or more sources
transmit on the same frequency at the same time, and
the individual messages become distorted or inter~
rupted. If a pilot transmits while the monitor control~
ler is transmitting an urgent instruction such as a
breakout command, then the imended pilot might
not receive the controller's instruction. In that case,
the controller would have to retransmit the instruction, thus increasing the delay before the pilot re~
sponds. Blockage of monitOr-controller transmissions
by the local controller is not an issue because the
monitor controller can overridc= thc= local controller's
transmissions.
To estimate how often an urgent message from the
monitor controller might ~ blocked, we analyted local-frequency voice communications collected at Raleigh-Durham International Airport to determine the
fn=quency of simultaneous transmissions. Over twenty~four hours each of peak voice traffic during visuaJ
operations, staggerc=d U.s operations, and simultaneous ILS operations were processed. The number of
controller and non-controller transmissions, the
weather, traffic counrs, and the occurrence ofsimultaneous transmissions were tabulated for the three types
of operations.
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FIGURE 10. Pilot transmission data. Histograms of the duration of pilot transmissions are shown for

(a) Chicago and (b) Memphis. Probability distributions for controller communication delay because
of the duration of pilot transmissions are shown for (c) Chicago and (d) Memphis.

Analysis of the visual and staggered ILS data is
complete [7]. Five simultaneous transmissions oc·
curred during visual operations and two occurred
during staggered ILS operations. All simultaneous
transmissions involved a pilot and the local controller.
In four events during visual approaches, a pilot and
the controller started speaking simulcaneously aner a
period of radio silence. There were no requests for repeats, and the appropriate people responded to both
transmissions. In one visual event and one staggered
ILS event, a pilot came in on tOp of a controller transmission during a period when the controller was deal-

ing with several aircraft. A request for a repeat was
made in both cases. In the other staggered Its event,
the receiving pilot briefly keyed the microphone during the controller transmission, announced he had
blocked the transmission, and asked for a repeat.
Esdmates of the probability that a controller transmission will be stepped on by a pilot during peak operations were made by using the observed number of
simultaneous·rransmission events and the number of
controller transmissions. For staggered ILS approaches, the sample estimate PILS and the 95% confidence
upper bound on the true value PILS were
VOlUME I. ~UYU! 2, 19114
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PII-S ~ 0.00074,

PIIS ~ 0.0023.

For visual approaches, the sample es£imate PVis and
the 95% confidence upper bound on dte true value
Pvil were

Pvis

= 0.0014,

Pvir:5 0.0031.

Preliminary processing of the voice data collected
during simultaneQus ILS Qperations at RaleighDurham AirpQrt indicates that the frequency of
blocked controller communications was higher than
those Qbserved during visual and staggered ILS operations. Several factors might be involved, including
weather, cQmroller wQrk load, and traffic density. The
prQcessing Qf voice data during simultaneQus ILS QPerations is currently in prQgress, SQ no conclusions
can be made at this time.

Pilot Response Study
After the autQmation system detects the onset of a
blunder situatiQn, and a monitor controller decides
that a breakout instruction is needed and issues the
instruction on a clear cQmmunication channel, the
pilot of the endangered aircraft must then understand
rhe instruction and give the cQmrol inputs that wiB
cause the aircraft to maneuver Qut of danger. In addi~
£ion, once the control inputs are given, the aircraft
does nor change trajectory instantaneously. Therefore, borh human and machine responses are involved
in the breakout maneuver.
As pan of the PRM program, the FAA Aviation
Standards National Field Office and Lincoln Labora~
tory carried out twO studies designed to measure rhe
responses of airline pilots and the aircraft they fly
when the pilots wete given an insttuction to bteak off
an approach and turn "immediately" to a new heading. Active~dury airline pilQts and FAA pilots flew the
FAA Boeing 727 flight simulatot in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, and the McDonnell~Douglas Del0
flighr simulator owned by Federal Express in Mem~
phis, Tennessee. Test subjects flew simulated straightin approaches to Memphis International Airport
Runway 36L. The simulators provided IMC with either a one~hundred~foot decision altitude or a two-

hundred-foOf decision altitude. The command to
turn issued by ATC occurred either near decision altitude or six miles OUt on the approach, resuldng in
rhree rest conditions: (a) breakout at one-hundredfoot decision alritude, (b) breakQut at rwo-hundred~
foot decision altitude, and (c) breakout during initial
approach stage. Digital tape recordings of aircraft
configuration, position, and altitude were made during the tests.
Briefings given to the flight crews prior to resting
stated that on some approaches the pilQts WQuid be
given instructions to rum away from the final ap~
proach course, but the briefing did not include any
instruction as to how the pilors should respond to
such an instruction. The resulting pilot-response data
were characterized in terms of time between the beginning of the breakQut instruction and rhe beginning of the aircraft turn. For this purpose, the begin~
ning of turn was defined as (he ti me when the aircraft
achieved a bank angle of three degrees, and maintained at least a three-degree bank angle throughout
the rest of the turn. Figures 11 and 12 show representative histograms of pilot responses from the Boeing
727 simulator studies and the OCI0 simularor studies, respecrively. Derailed descrip(ions of the results
are given elsewhete [8, 9J.
In the majority of cases, the Boeing 727 pilots were
able to begin a turn within thirteen seconds after receiving the controller's turn instruction, and the
DelO pilQts wete able tQ begin a turn within fifteen
seconds after receiving the turn instructiQn. A few tesponses, however, were much longer. A larer experiment, also carried out by the FAA Aviation Standards
National Field Office, showed that familiarization
with independent paralld~approach procedures and
the specific meaning of the word "immediately" in
this situation produced little change in the minimum
and mean response times, but eliminated the long response times [10].

PRM BII/nder Risk Modi'l
To establish the effectiveness of the PRM system, we
needed to evaluate the ability of the system to detect
blunders and resolve them safely. All compQnents,
from airport runway configuration and surveillance
radat performance through pilor/aircraft maneuver~
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FIGURE 11. Histogram of pilot responses to start of turn
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FIGURE 12. Histogram of pilot responses to start of turn
from the DC10 flight simulator study.

ability, affect the ability of the conuoller m maimain
safe separation between aircraft during a blunder
event.
By utilizing the data coUected during the PRM
program, we developed a comprehcnsive model of the
events during blunder resolmion. To take inro accounr the statisrical nature of many of the factors affecting each evenr, such as radar accuracy, TNSE,
controller response, and pilot/aircraft response, Lin~
coin Laboramry developed a new blunder model that

/l1oniror

is fundamentally statistical and includes the unique
radar and display features of the PRM system. The
Blunder Risk Model (BRM) is a fast-time Monte
Carlo simulation that incorporates experimental and
field data on human and equipment performance to
estimate three-dimensional aircraft separation over
time.
The BRM has been lIsed m answer questions such
as "What minimum runway separation can be supported safely by the different possible PRM configurations? In particular, what runway separation can the
Mode S version ofPRM support?" The BRM has also
been used to conduct sensitivity analyses for various
model components, and as part of preliminary analy~
sis of proposed new operations.
Risk-Model. Description. In general, a Monte Carlo
simulation is a fast-time computer simulation of the
sequence of events for the given real-world operation.
Each event in [he simulation is modeled as a distribution of possible values (e.g., radar error or controller
response time). The simulation is then run many
times m give a distribution of observed outcomes.
During each run, or trial, a value for each evenr is
randomly selected from [he distribution for that
event. The random values are then combined, resulting in a unique outcome for that combination of
evems. The distribution of outcomes from all the trials is tben used as an estimate of what we can expect
in the real world. By simulating the sequence of
events during a blunder, as illustrated in Figure 1, the
BRM provides a result that mimics years of field experience involving random mixes of airportS, aircraft,
pilots, and controllers.
To apply the Monte Carlo simulation, we defined
the time required for blunder resolution Tm as a series
of events, each of which has its own distribution, or
Trrs

=

Talrrt

+ TcOnt + Teo",m + Tpifot'

where T a/m is the delay from the start of the blunder
until the alen is generated, Trom is the time required
for the conuoller to assess the situation, Tromm is the
communication delay in transmjning the breakou[
inStruction, and rpifol is me time used by the pilot to
begin the brcakout maneuver.
The BRM is designed to simulate the events dur~
VOlUIU I. ~UW!ER 2. 1194
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FIGURE 13. Operation of the blunder risk model (BRM). The blunder scenarios are determined by a series of user inputs
that remain constant throughout a simulation run. These fixed inputs include the parallel-runway configuration, radar
performance parameters, and the blunder configu ration. In addition, a set of distributions corresponding to the various
time components of blunder resolution are provided as inputs to each scenario. With these inputs and distributions, a
number of trials are simulated and statistics are accumulated on the minimum separation between the aircraft during
each trial.

ing a worst-case blunder scenario. By "worst case" we
mean the intruder aircraft does not turn back and recover from its blunder in spite of directions from the
controller to do so. The scenarios are determined by a
series of user inpms that remain constant throughom
a simulation run. These fixed inputs include the parallel runway configuration (separation, threshold offsets, headings, and altitudes), radar performance parameters (update interval and accuracy), and the
342
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blunder configuration (blunder angle, distance from
threshold. and speed). In addirion to me fixed inpms,
a set of distributions corresponding to the various
components of f m are provided as inputs for each
scenario. With these fixed inputs and distributions. a
given number of trials are simulated, and statistics are
accumulated on the minimum separation between
me simulated aircraft during each trial. The diagram
in Figure 13 illustrates the operation of the simula-
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rion model. The actions taken for each individual tri~
al are described in the following paragraphs.
Starting points for each aircraft are randomly determined at the beginning of each trial. The longimdinal position of the endangered aircraft at the start of
the blunder is uniformly distributed between ±1.5
nmi from the blundering aircraft. Lateral positions
for both aircraft are randomly chosen from an appropriate distribution. Starting altitudes are based on the
glide slope and range from [he threshold.
The scenario assumes that the blundering aircraft
descends along the approach path to the right runway
until it reaches the declared blunder range. It then
turns coward the left runway, accelerating one degree
per second each second until it achieves the standard
turn rate of three degtees per second. The turn continues at this rate until the declared blunder heading
is reached. The aircraft continues at this heading until
the end of the trial. Before the blunder, the aircraft
descends along a three-degree glide slope. During the
blunder, the aircraft ascends or descends along a declared blunder slope. If the blunder slope is different
from the glide slope, the aircraft slope is changed by
three degrees per second until the blunder slope is
reached. At the same time, the endangered aircraft
descends along the approach path to the left runway.
The aleH generation time (flllm ) is calculated dynamically during each trial. The effect of radar scan
period is taken into account, and randomly generated
radar noise is added (Q the blundering aircraft position at each radar update. The position with noise is
then passed to the PRM alert logic. An alert is declared when the aircraft: is either inside the NTZ or
projected to be inside the NTZ within ten seconds.
Once an alert is generated, values randomly selected from distributions describing controller delay
( f'11>It) and communication delay (f romm ) are added
to the time progression. The two aircraft continue on
their respective trajectories during this time. The response of the endangered pilot and aircraft is initiated
at the start of the controller breakout instruction. Following a pilot-response delay (f pifot), the endangered
airctaft maneuvers away from the blundering aircraft.
The blundering aircraft is simulated to continue on
the blunder trajectory.
The slant distance between the center of the blun-

dering aircraft: and the center of the endangered aircraft is updated every second, starting at the time of
alert generation. Each trial is terminated when a minimwn separation (miss distance) has been achieved.
The minimum separation for each trial is added to
the scenario's distribution of minimum separations,
and the accumulated distribution generated during
the trials is stored in an Output ftle for future use.
Estimation ofRisk for PRM. The BRM simulation
was used during the PRM program to estimate how
well the PRM system, with either the Mode S or EScan sensor, will keep aircraft from colliding in a vari~
ery of blunder scenarios dming simultaneous ap~
proaches with a 3400-foot separation. The most extreme test scenarios had the blundering aircraft [urn
thirry degrees toward the adjacent parallel approach.
An internationally accepted definition of a collision for modeling purposes is that the measured center positions of the aircraft come within five hundred
feet of one another. Thus, for the BRM, if a trial results in a separation of less than five hundred feet,
then by definition that trial results in a collision. Table 2 lists the probabiliry P(x < 500) results of tbe
Monte Carlo analysis for various radar update intervals [11]. These results indicate a significant benefit
in using an update interval of 2.4 sec or less rather
than the currently used interval of 4.8 sec, and a less
significant difference between 2A-sec and 1.0-sec update intervals.
The calculated per-blunder collision probabiliry
was then used to test which PRM configurations
would meet a per-approach target fatal-accident rate
of one accident per twenry-five-million IMC ap-

Table 1. P (x < 500) for 3400-foot
Runway SeparationUpdate (sec)

P(x<500)

1.0

,.

0.00165

4.8

0.01405

0.00200

• Blunder range: 9 nml
Radar azimuth accuracy: 1 mrad rms
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proaches during PRM operations. The per-approach
rate was derived from actual accident statistics, and
selected so as not to increase the ILS approach risk
significantly.
This target accident rate can be converred to a target collision probability, or P(COlL)/<1'Xw First, the
National Transportation Safety Board reportS a collision as twO accidents. Second, for a collision to occur,
twO aircraft on final approach must be in close proximity longimdinally. Thus the target collision probability can be expressed as the probability of a collision
per approach pair, or

P(COll)""", ~

P(Bl) ~

----'-"',==-1 accident

25 X 10 approaches

(I)

x 2 approaches x _l_c"o_ll--,is_io,,"_
approach pair

P(COll)""."

(2)

= P(Bl) x P(WCBI Bl) x P(COlll WCB).
The Output from the BRM simulation, p(x> 500),
was used as an estimate of P(COlLl WCB). Since
there is no direct evidence of how often worst-case
blunders OCCut, we used the field experience of controllers from several ftcilities to estimate the frequency of worSHase blunders indirectly. On the basis of
interviews with the controllers, we estimated that in
only one percent of thirry-degree blunders would the
pilot be unable to respond to a controller direction to
return to course, or

= 0.01.

(3)

The problem is that the true P(Bl) is not known.
THE lI~COlW lIBOWDRY JOU!NAL

4.0xl0-6

-::c-::e:-:-:--==
P(COlll WCB)

Selccting a value of 0.004 for P(COlLi WCB) results in

Three eventS must jointly occur for a collision to
take place during PRM operations. First, one of the
aircraft must execute a blunder (Bl). Second, given
that a blunder has occurred, it must be a worst-case
blunder (WCB IBl). Finally, the worst-case blunder
must resulc in a collision (COll IWCB). By using
this relationship, we can express the probability of a
collision in terms of the probabilities of these three
events, or

P(WCBIBl)

~

P(COll)",,,.,,
P(WCBIBl)x P(COlLlWCB)

2 accidents

= 4.0 X 10-8 per approach pair.
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Because no blunders of any severity have ever resulced
in an accident, no sratistics are available on the probability of occurrence for thirty~degree Wotst-case blun~
ders. To overcome this lack of statistics, the target col~
lision probability and the BRM results were used to
compute a maximum-allowable probability of a thirty-degree blunder. The PRM system could then be
accepted if the calculated blunder probabiliry was
greater than anyone's intuitive sense of how often
thirty-degree blunders occur. By combining Equation
1 with Equations 2 and 3, we get

YOlUW! 1, ~UIl!IA I, lU4

P(Bl) = 0.001 per approach pair.
On the basis of recent IMC arrival records, an actual blunder probability of 0.00 I could exist if therc
were about ten thirty~dcgree blunders each year at
Chicago O'Hare International Airport or founeen
thirry-degree blunders each year at Atlanta Hartsfield
International Airport. Anecdotal evidence suggestS
that neither airport experiences this number of thirtydegree blunders per year, so the actual blunder probability is less than 0.00 I for both airportS. Thus test
configurations (PRM system and airport configuration) with a P(x < 500) value of 0.004 or less can be
expectcd to meet the target tisk level for safe operatIons.
System Demonstrations and User Opinion

By using flight tesrs and simulated scenarios, we demonstrated the PRM system to a diverse group within
the air transport community. Controllers, managers,
and technical personnel from the FAA, as well as pi~
lors and airline industry representatives, saw the PRJ'v1
system in action.
Opinion surveys were completed by pjJms who
participated in the Right testing and by controllers
who participated in the simulation study. The full rc-
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suhs of th~ surveys are reported elsewhere [3, 6J.
The surveys indicated that a large majotiry of pilou
and conrrollers agrero that, when PRM is used, inde~
pendenr approaches can be safely conducted in poor
weather conditions at airporrs with parallel runways
separated by 3400 f~t. Controllers were queried regarding the display, and they had high praiS(: for the
following features: the rapid update inrerval, the automated alertS, the high-resolution color display, and
the projected position ''ecror. Pilou were queried regarding flight procedures and training. A large majoriry of the pi lou surveyed agreed that a 1OOO-foot ver~
tical separation provides an acceptable safery margin
if aircraft maintain their assigned altitudes until glide~
slope inrercepr, and that an inrercepr of thirty degrees
or less is adequare to guaranr~ localizer capture with
an overshoot of no more than 1.5 deg. More than half
of the pilou expressed the need for additional pilot~
training and procedure~currency requirements to
qualify pilots for simultaneous independent ap~
proaches to parallel runways separated by less than
4300 feet, and for special phraseology to be used by
the conrroller in direcring the breakout maneuver in
order to emphasize the importance of a quick re~
sponse. In addition, more than half of the pilots felt
that closely spaced parallel approaches should nOt be
conducred with a coupled autopilot.
FAA Approval of PRM
On the basis of the results of the PRM development
and demonstration program, the FAA modified air
traffic procedures to allow the use of simultaneous
parallel instrument approaches to runways with
3400-foot separations when the approaches are mon~
itored by a PRM system providing an azimuth accu~
racy of 1 mrad and an update interval of2.4 sec. This
decision was made with the understanding rhat pilau
would be trained to address breakout procedures, especially in cerrain automated aircraft, and rhat the
FAA would address concerns about blocked commu~
nications. The automated-aircraft issue refers to sirua~
tions during a coupled or aura-land approach in
which the crew would be required to disengage the
autOpilot and execute a rurning breakout maneuver.
This situation was not captured in the original Boeing 727 and DCIO pilar studies.

Implementation
The PRM program established that the Mode 5 sensor in back-to-back antenna configuration and me EScan S(:nsor were both acceptable for 3400-foot parallel-runway PRM operations. Sub~uently, Congress
directed tht: FAA to procure five E-Scan PRM systems, and a production contract was awarded in
1991. Also, the demonstration E-Scan unit at RaIt:igh-Durham Airport ,vas upgraded to serve as an
interim operational unit until a production unir
could be installed. The upgraded E·Scan system at
Raleigh-Durham Airport was commissionc:d in Junt:
1993, and following controller and maintenance crew
training, the facility began monitoring simulranrous,
independently sequenced arrivals on II August 1993.
The first production E-Scan PRM unit is being installt:d at Minneapolis International Airport, and
should be commissioned in fall 1995. Future production units will be installed at Raleigh-Durham Airport and Atlanta Harrsfield Airport. Sites for the remaining production units have not been selected.
In a separate acquisition effon, the FAA awardc:d a
contract to develop a stand-alone commercial version
of the display ponion of the PRM system, which was
designated the Final Monitor Aid. This effon was
a fast-track development program that lUilized the
display and alert capabilities of the PRM system for
triple~parallel-approach monitoring at the new Den~
ver IlHt:rnarional Airport. Lincoln Laborarory provided technical support for borh the E-Scan PRM and
the Final Monitor Aid implementation efforts, which
are described in more detail in the following sections.
PRM Siu SurvryI

Siting the PRM radar is unique becalJ.S(: of considerations other than radar performance and obstructionclearance requiremems. Not only must the radar signal be protecred from distortion and blockage, but
radar coverage must extend through tht: airspace immediately above the runway surfaces. The PRM surveillance-radar coverage requirements are (I) range
coverage shall be up to thirty nautical miJes from runway end on the finaJ approach COUfS(: continuous to
five nautical miles beyond the approach end, and (2)
elevation coverage shall extend from no higher than
WOllllt 7 nlllll' 11901
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fifty feet above the airport surface to at least fifreen hundred feet above the highest initial approach
altitude.
The radar location thus must be selected to meet
those coverage requirements and provide reliable tar~
get reports during each position update interval of2.4
sec or less. To ensure the best PRM surveillance, Lincoln Laboratory has conducted PRM site surveys at
candidate PRM airports, induding Fort Lauderdale
[12], Memphis [13], Minneapolis [14], and RaleighDurham [15]. Preliminary survey work has also been
completed for Atlanta Hartsfield and Baltimore.
At each location, Laboratory personnel met with
local airport representatives to discuss future con~
struction plans and to select at least three candidate
radar location sires to be surveyed. In the earlier surveys, panoramic photographs were taken at each of
the selected sites with a camera with internal elevation
grid lines. In the last twO surveys, a self-leveling video
system built and operated by Srerling Federal Systems
for Lincoln Laboratory was employed. In post-analysis, the locations and elevations of objects in the photographs were correlated with their locations on airpOrt layout plans.
The rechnical analysis of PRM performance at
each site was divided into three areas. The first area
was flight-path coverage, which explored tbe relation
between aircraft trajectories and the conditions causing blocked surveillance. The second area-was a genControl tower

eral assessment of f.'lCtors affecting sensor work load
and tracking performance, such as false targets or
multi path due to reflections off nearby structures.
The third area examined PRM alert performance.
Part of the site survey analysis was to assess tbe effect of each candidate radar location on performance.
For each parallel runway, a nominal trajectory was
computer generated as it would be viewed at each site
for an aircraft conducting a final approach and then
flying fifty feet above the runway surface. The trajectories were then superimposed on rhe 360 0 panoramic photographs taken at each site to show the spatial
relationship berween aircraft trajectories, the radar,
and potemial signal obstrllcters such as buildings,
towers, and trees. If an object were berween the radar
site and the trajectory, then the object would block
surveillance during the time the aircraft is behind it.
The duration of the signal blockage was estimated by
the length of the obscured trajectory.
Figure 14 shows the aircraft trajectories generated
for the approaches to runways 26R and 27L at Adan~
m Hartsfield Airport. The runways extend east-west
and the radar site is to the south of the runways on
the airport surface. The dots represent nominal aircraft tracks, in one-second intervals. In the figure the
Delta hanger blocks the landing portion of the trajectory to 26R, and the air traffic control tower (ATCT)
blocks less than a second of radar coverage above runway 26R.

Runway 26R

2

c;

3•
<
0

0

~

•> -1

W

-2
Delta hanger

Runway 27L

FIGURE 14. Flight-trajectory obstruction analysis for a candidate PRM site at Atlanta Hartsfield Airport. The panoramic

photograph is taken from the point of view of a candidate sensor site south of the runways. The computer-generated
dots, which are updated in one-second intervals, represent final-approach trajectories along the approach centerlines
of Runways 26R and 27L. The Delta hanger blocks the landing portion of the trajectory to Runway 26R; this blocked portion of the trajectory is shown in red dots.
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Initial Opertltional Assessment III Raleigh-Durham
Because Raleigh-Durham International Ajrport is the
firsr airport at which simultaneous, closely spaced
parallel operarions can be conducted, the FAA insri~
cuted a transirion period of PRM system operarion.
In the first phase, starring 11 August 1993, rhe PRM
system was authorized for lise only if the visibility was
greater than three nautical miles and rhe cloud ceiling
was higher than 4500 feet above ground level. These
were visual flight rule (VFR) conditions. On the basis
of performance reviews, the weather requirement was
relaxed on 25 November 1993 to visibility greater
than twO nautical miles and the cloud ceiling higher
than seven hundred feet above ground level. This
meant the PRM system could be used under marginal
VFR (MVFR) conditions and instrument flight rules
(IFR) conditions. Outing the winter months, a requirement was added that rhe system could not be
used if the airport temperature wem below 47° F to
ensure thaI sensor performance could not be degraded by undetected differential icing of the sensor antenna elements. Finally, the ceiling and visibility resrrictions were removed on 9 March 1994. Since then
the PRM system has been used in weather down to
the Category I minimum of one-half nautical mile
visibility and t\vo-hundred-foor ceiling. Production
E-Scan systems are expected to have hearing elements
thar will remove the icing restriction.
The decisions to lower the wearher minimums
were based on work conducted by Lincoln laboratory to collect and analyze simultaneous parallel approach (PRM operarional) dara from RaleighDurham Ajrport during the first year of operations,
and to present the interim results to rhe FAA and airline industry representatives on a regular basis. The
major PRM system analysis efforts, described below,
were to evaluate TNSE and aircraft breakout events.
TOtal Navigational System Error. The lateral distri~
bution of aircraft along rhe runway cenrerline is important to PRM for two reasons. Firsr, the lateral separation between twO aircraft is a factor in successful
blunder resolution. The smaller the distance, the less
time available during a blunder event for the controller and pilot to act. Second, aircraft flight characteristics affect the IlLlmber of nuisance NTZ penetrations

and PRM alerts. The frequency of nuisance alerts in
rurn affects controller work load. The greater the
number of NTZ entries, the greater the number of
aircraft that have to be broken out of the approach
stream and vectored back in.
Wirh regard to flighr paths, we needed to ensure
that no anomalies occurred in the ILS signal at Raleigh-Durham Airport that could cause unexpecred
behavior in aircraft 011 final approach. Significant ILS
signal distortions can be detected by irregularities in
TNSE statistics. Lincoln Laboratory conducted a
TNSE evaluation similar to the one conducted at
Memphis International Airport [4]. Figure 15 is a
comparison of the TNSE standard deviations observed at Raleigh-Durham Airport wich the Memphis
dara. The Memphis data are grouped by weather (IFR
and MVFR). while the Raleigh-Durham data are
grouped by phase (Phase 1 is all VFR, while Phase 2 is
MVFRlIFR). The data show that TNSE at RaleighDurham is not affected by weacher, because the Phase
I dara overlap [he Phase 2 data. The data also show
that TNSE ac Raleigh-Durham was smaller than that
800
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of the TNSE standard deviations observed at Raleigh-Durham with the Memphis
data. The Memphis data are grouped by weather (IFR
and MVFRj, while the Raleigh-Durham data are grouped
by phase; Phase 1 is all VFR while Phase2 is MVFR/IFR.
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FIGURE 16. Raleigh-Durham TNSE standard deviation 95% confidence intervals by runway: (a) runways 5L and 5R, and

(b) Runways 23L and 23R.

observed ar Memphis. Because no anomalies were detecred, TNSE analysis at Raleigh-Durham was
sropped during Phase 2.
The Raleigh.Durham TNSE dara were also analyzed by runway to test if the localizer beam width affects aircraft performance. Figure 16 shows the correlation between TNSE srandard deviation and
localizer beam width at the 95% confidence level.
This result is different from that observed at Mem·
phis, where TNSE standard deviation was not proportional to localizer beam width. One explanation
for the difference in performance between the twO
airporrs is the aircraft populations. The major aircraft
types at Memphis were McDonnell-Douglas DC9
(52%), Boeing 727 (13%), and Saab-Fairchild 340
(10%), while the major aircraft types at RaIeighDurham were McDonnell-Douglas MD80 (29%),
Boeing 727 (20%), and Shorts 360 (14%). Another
factor might be procedural differences. In 1989, the
majority of large aircraft had analog cockpits, and the
majority of approaches were hand flown. In contrast,
the newer digital-cockpit aircraft are designed for
coupled amopilot approaches, and are more likely to
348
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be flown in that mode insread of hand flown. The au·
topilot logic uses dle localizer signal, from full left-of·
course deflection ro full right-of-course deflection, to
determine flight corrections. Because the localizer signal is angular, the lateral disrance covered by the signal is proportional to the angular width. k the angular width increases, the full-scale deflection width also
increases. This increase translates to greater lateral
spread in the flight technical error
BWlkolit Ewnts. During the PRM demonstration
program, the TNSE data analysis suggested that
about four percent of the aircraft at ten nautical miles
would enter the NTZ during normal operations (see
Figure 8). If a nearby aircraft were on the opposite
approach, then these NTZ entries would require vectoring the opposite airctaft our of its approach
stream. Such a breakollt is rermed a l1uiJlUlU h"tlko/ll.
Because Raleigh-Durham is dle first airport to use the
PRM system, it provided an opportunity to compare
the actual nuisance breakout rate with the expected
rate. We would like to point out, however, that experienced controllers will not necessarily break out an
aircraft that intrudes only slightly into the NTZ and
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is nor clearly rhrearening the other approach path;
similarly, a controller will not break out an aircraft if
there is no aircraft on the other approach and within
twO nautical miles. The FAA and the airline industry
were also interested in the frequency of breakouts
caused by aircraft deviations, or blunders, into the
NTZ at Raleigh~Durham.
Between II August 1993 and 27 Augusr 1994
there were 1475 simultaneous ILS approaches at Raleigh-Durham. Of these, 37 approaches were canceled and the airctaft were vectored out of the ap~
proach stream. The majoriry of the breakouts (J 8)
occurred because of loss of separalion between aircraft on the same approach. Five aircraft were vectored out because they had received a TeAS resolution advisory, and ten breakouts were the result of
aircraft behavior on the opposite approach. The remaining four breakouts were associated with other
miscellaneous facwrs.
The ten PRM-related breakouts can be further
classified by the action of the adjacent aircraft:. In four
cases, rhe adjacent aircrafr had been srabilized on its
approach, then deviated into the NTZ. The other six
cases can be classified as nuisance breakollts: one case
because the adjacent aircraft was straddling the NTZ
boundary; three cases because the adjacent aircraft

•c
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entered the NTZ during turn-on to the final approach; and twO cases because the adjacent aircraft
entered the NTZ while stabilizing after rhe turn-on.
Thus, given the total number ofsimultaneous parallel
approaches that were conducted, the frequency of
PRM-related breakouts at Raleigh~Durham Airporr
(7 per 1000 approaches) appears to be at an acceptable level.
Figure 17 illustrates a breakout rhat resulted from a
deviation. In the figure, green represents normal track
updates, yellow represents updares for which a cau~
tion alert was generated, and red represenrs updares
for which a warning alen was generated. The deviating aircraft (flight number 7 J 66) was a Piper Cherokee (PA28) on approach to runway 5R, while the en~
dangered aircraft (flighr number 6073) was a Saabl
Fairchild 340 (SF34) on approach to runway 5 L. At
twenty seconds flight 7166 starred deviating roward
the NTZ; at forty~one seconds it entered the NTZ.
Shortly afterward, the monitor controller for Runway
SL vectored flight 6073 out of the approach. By fifryfive seconds flight 6073 had started turning away
from the approach.
Tht Final Monitor Aid

The Final Monitor Aid is a recent outgrowth of the
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FIGURE 17. Breakout event at Raleigh-Durham. Green dots represent normal track updates, yellow dots represent up-

dates for which a caution alert was generated, and red dots represent updates for which a warning alert was generated.
The deviating aircraft (flight num ber 7166) was on approach to Runway 5R, while the endangered aircraft (flig ht number
6073) was on approach to Runway 5L. At twenty seconds. flight 7166 started deviating toward the NTZ; at forty-one seconds it entered the NTZ. Shortly afterward, the monitor controller for Runway 5L vectored flight 6073 out of the ap·
proach. By fifty-five seconds, flight 6073 had started turning away from the approach.
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PRM program. It is essentially the ATC display par·
tion of a PRM system, coupled with a more convenrional radar system. This arrangement is capable of
providing many of the advantages of rhe PRM system
ar a lower cost because a dedicated secondary surveillance-radar system is not needed. The possibility of
using technology developed during the PRM pro·
gram ro create a Final Monitor Aid was recognized
following completion of the PRM development program. However, a situation that developed at the new
Denver International Airport provided the impetus
for implementation of the idea.
Denver International Airport was built to handle
significantly more traffic than Stapleron International
Airpon, Denver's previous major commercial airpon.
To suppOrt the large capacity, the new airport was de·
signed with a complex of runways that, when com·
plered, will include eighr parallel nonh-somh runways and four parallel east-west runways. These
runways were designed to be used for independent sequencing in all weather condirions. Thus the first
three nonh-sourh runways to be constructed have
separations of 5280 feet (between 35R117L and 35U
17R) and 7600 feer (between 35U17R and 34RJ
16L). These separations are well in excess of the
4300-foot minimum for independent sequencing established by the FAA.
However, improved undetstanding of the important f.'lctors involved in detecting and resolving blunders during independently sequenced parallel ap·
proaches, due in part to work done during the PRM
program, raised questions as to whether the FAA
minimum separations are sufficient for parallel approaches at the new Denver airport, especially because the use of triple parallel approaches is planned.
The primary reason for rhis concern was that the FAA
established its regulations on the basis of the assumption thar aircraft performance can be characterized for
air densities typical at sea level. Because the vasr majority oflarge commercial airports are at altitudes less
than a thousand feet above sea level, this is generally a
good assumption. The field altitude at the new Denver airporr, however, is approximately 5300 feet, an
altitude that causes a significanr difference in air density for a given temperature and barometric pressure.
This air-density difference, generally discllssed in
350
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terms of density altitude, causes aircraft to perform
quite differently from the way they do at sea levcl.
in particular, aircraft aerodynamic performance is
related directly to indicated airspeed, a quantity measured directly by instruments on the aircraft. If an aircraft flies at a given indicated airspeed, its Hue speed
with respect to objects on the ground increases as air
density decreases. Thus at the Denver Airport, aircraft
typically fly at a speed relative to the ground that is
several rens of knots faster than the same aircraft
would fly at an airport with a field altitude near sea
level. For parallel approaches, this effect means less
time is available to the monitor controller to detect a
blunder and to give instructions to the aircraft pilots
to maintain separation bet\veen the aircraft. Simula~
tion rests carried OUt ar the FAA Technical Center in~
dicated that, because of rhe effect of density altitude,
simultaneous, independently sequenced triple approaches could not be safely carried out at the new
Denver airport with the ATe display equipment Clltrently in use.
The PRM system is designed to allow controllers
to detect and respond to approach blunders much
more quickly than is possible with conventional approach-monitoring equipment. Therefore, installation of a PRM systcm at Denver International AirpOrt would allow independently sequenced triple
approaches. However, because the runway separations at the new Denver airport are much larger than
the 3400-foot minimum separation allowed when
monitoring is done by using the PRM, the FAA had
reason to believe that an implementation of the Final
Monitor Aid, coupled with the standard 4.8.sec-update Mode S sensor already installed at the airport,
would also safely suppOrt independent triple approaches. Subsequent simulation rests carried OUt at
the FAA Technical Center verified rhat rhe Final
Monitor Aid/Mode S combinadon is sufficient.
Therefore, to provide the new Denver airport with
the capability to conduct safe, independently se·
quenced, triple-parallel approaches, the FAA carried
out, with Lincoln Laboratory support, a program designed to develop, test, and install a Final Monitor
Aid at Denver International Airpon. This program
began in late 1992, and was successfully completed in
February 1994.
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Continu.ing Developments

Since the initial operations at Raleigh-Durham AirpOrt and the installation at the new Denver Lnternational Airport, other research activities are under way
that address concerns about advanced cockpits and
explore the use of PRM systems at airports with narrower runway spacll1gs.

Advanced Avionics and PRM
Previous data of pilot delays and aircraft-response delays were collected by using analog cockpit simulamrs
(Boeing 727 and DeIO) in which aircraft artitude,
speed, and othcr flight information are displayed on
traditional electromechanical indicators. Newer aircraft have digital cockpit displays and more complicated coupling between the autopilot and flight-management systcm. While the simulation tests
demonstrated that an older generation aircraft can be
turned, on average, within six to seven seconds ftom
initiation of a breakout instruction, some concern exists that the newer aircraft will have slower response
times when they are flown in autopilot mode because
of the additional time needed for the pilot to reprogram the autopilot or to disengage the autopilot and
respond manually to the breakout instruction. There
is additional concern about the use of the autopilot to
execute the breakout maneuver in reaction to recent
airline policies that require pilots m use the automation during missed-approach procedures.
Lincoln Laboratory and the FAA Aviation Standards Development Branch will be conducting pilot!
aircrart response studies in 1995, using nvo advanced-avionics full-motion simulators: a Boeing
747-400 simulator at NASA Ames in Santa Clara,
California, and an Airbus 320 simulator operatcd by
Northwest Aerospace Training Corporation in Eagan,
Minnesota. In addition to the scenarios testcd in the
earlier Bocing 727 and DCIO studies, these new
studies will test pilot and aircraft performance during
autopilot breakouts and hand-flown breakouts following an aurocoupled approach. The tests will also
assess pilot/aircraft responses to descend-and-turn
breakouts issued above the minimum vectoring altitude. These descending breakout maneuvers have
been requested by FAA air u-affic control representa-

tives but are viewed by the pilot communiry as inappropriate. The first part of each study will measure
performance based on current pilot training. The second part will measure performance improvemenrs
when PRM-specific pilot training is given.

Further Reduction ofRUl/way Separations
When the PRM Program was initiated in 1987, the
ultimate goal was to develop new technology and
ATC procedures that would allow simultaneous ILS
approaches to be conducted at runway separations as
small as 2500 feet. Because of the effeCt ofTNSE on
controller work load as runway spacing is reduced,
the PRM system is currently approved for spacings of
3400 feet or greater. To extend the use of PRM to
smaller runway spacings, the FAA is evaluating procedures that would allow simultaneous ILS approaches
to be safely conducted at runway separations between
3000 and 3400 feet. If the procedures are approved,
PRM equipment could then be installed at airporrs
such as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Portland, Oregon; and John F. Kennedy Airport in New York.
Real-time simulations of operations at 3000-foot
separations have been conducted at the FAA Technical Cemer in Atlamic Ciry. New Jersey. The first simulation involved straigllt-in J LS approaches, and it
confirmed the data in Figure 8-namely, that TNSE
causes many aircraft to wander close to or into the
NTZ during normal operations. generating a large
number of nuisance PRM alens. TNSE also caused
the monitor controller to instruct each of these aircraft to return to localizer. Finally, if the aircraft entered the NTZ, the monitor controller was required
to break out any potentially endangered aircraft on
the opposite approach. k a result of the additional
communications work load on the controller, the
3000-foot runway separation procedure was not approved for straight-in ILS approaches.
A second set of 3000-foot real-time simulations
was conducted in 1994. In the first part of the simulation, the localizer beam for one of the ILS approaches
was offset by 1°. in the second part, the localizer
beam was offset by 2.5°. This simulation marked a
milestone in that it included a large proportion of
digital-cockpit flight simulators flying in autopilot
mode. This study was also the first to incorporate the
VO,UlII( 1, IU~UR 2 \994
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Lincoln Laboratory Monte Carlo blunder simulation
into the risk analysis.
When the results were assessed, neither 3000-foot
configuration with localizer offset was approved by
the FAA. The 10 offset did not provide sufficient lateral separation between aircraft, and the conuollers
were not able to resolve a significant number ofblunders safely. Even though the 2.5 0 localizer offset provided sufficient lateral separation, procedural problems caused the second simulation to fail. Factors
contributing ro poor blunder resolution included
long pilm/aircraft response times during breakoUt
maneuvers involving glass cockpits, blocked or
dipped uansmissions, and inadequate controller procedure and phraseology. The results also suggested
that a combination of improved pilot training, con~
rroller training, and enhanced communications
would improve PRM performance.
Because of these findings, the FAA is evaluating
antiblocking devices. In addition, the controllertraining syllabus will be revised, and the effect of pilot
training will he evaluated. If these solutions look
promising, then the use of PRM at airports with
3000-foot runway spacings and 2.5 0 localizer offsets
will be reevaluated.
Summary
The Precision Runway Monitor program has been
successful in twO ways. First, it developed a new radar
moniroring system that enables parallel ILS approaches to parallel runways spaced significantly closer than before. Second, a process was developed that
combines machine-performance and human-performance field data, Monte Carlo assessments, and operational demonstrations, to develop new procedures
based on sound technical methods and user participation. This process can provide technically defendable
assessments of other candidate technologies designed
to meet civil aviarion needs.
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